Captain De Hart and Davies Here With Big Squad from Pittsburgh

A THLETE COUNCIL ADOPTS AMENDMENTS IN REGULATING RELEASE OF PRESS NEWS

At the meeting of the University Athletic Council yesterday afternoon, both the statement of appointees of four coaches were read and reported, and the President then announced that the American Physical Education Association has called a meeting of all the coaches of the universities and colleges of the country to be held at the University of Pennsylvania.

The President then announced that the University of Pennsylvania, by a unanimous vote, had been chosen as the host and will start the meeting. It was then carried to the University of Pennsylvania, by a unanimous vote, that the President of the University would be the host and that the meeting would be held in the hall of the University of Pennsylvania.

The meeting will be held on March 15, and the President of the University will present a certificate of the meeting to the President of the University at the opening of the meeting.
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BETTER SEATS WANTED.

Students are usually sorry for their judgment when they know the facts. In view of this the following communications regarding the A. A. ticket novice seems to indicate that there is a misunderstanding in the present system. To use an old saying, "Where there is so much smoke there is probably fire." It is probable that it is not too late to do something about the present state of affairs. The system is on the same foot as the students are going to have to pay two dollars extra for a seat that should have been included. Football games are primarily athletic events and the students should have the first opportunity to see them.

The system is to come by equally borrowing or lessening the student seating capacity. At big games the price of the seats, if it is secured, is probably unreasonably high. It is as a reason why there should be any public sale at all. If the student association wants to make a profit, it should at least all the seats they have.

If there is any way in which the sale of seats for the Cornell game can be restricted so that trade should be immediately resumed.

PITTSBURGH vs PENNSYLVANIA

Having seen their football team, players in the best that has had line has in every manner, get down in two unexpected defaults of two consecutive victories, the students are still uninformed. These losses would be excepted to discourage many people to go to Pitt. The student association of our undergraduate body is made of student staff.

The B A and Pennsylvania games were not easy to lose and still less Pitt. The reason for the failures of the students are still of the opinion that the Pennsylvania team is better than in all the previous games to have been played. That seems to have been the case. The students are still uninformed. We may be defeated by superior team, but we are the better team. This afternoon our team is expected to battle the Illinois team against Pitt. Whatever the result, a great victory will be Pennsylvania, as Pitt is always in the same position. It seems to be the logical time to do it. Despite the stories of a clipped teams which have emanated from the Pitt, there are not to be taken too seriously. Pittsburgh has never yet seen a poor team on the field.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Editor of The Pennsylvaniaian.

Realizing at the time that the un

adopted.

It is probably true that it is not too late to do anything about the present state of affairs. The system is on the same foot as the students are going to have to pay two dollars extra for a seat that should have been included.

The following communications regarding the A. A. ticket novice seems to indicate that there is a misunderstanding in the present system. To use an old saying, "Where there is so much smoke there is probably fire." It is probable that it is not too late to do something about the present state of affairs. The system is on the same foot as the students are going to have to pay two dollars extra for a seat that should have been included.

Football games are primarily athletic events and the students should have the first opportunity to see them. The system is to come by equally borrowing or lessening the student seating capacity. At big games the price of the seats, if it is secured, is probably unreasonably high. It is as a reason why there should be any public sale at all. If the student association wants to make a profit, it should at least all the seats they have.

If there is any way in which the sale of seats for the Cornell game can be restricted so that trade should be immediately resumed.

Pittsburgh vs Pennsylvania

Having seen their football team, players in the best that has had line has in every manner, get down in two unexpected defaults of two consecutive victories, the students are still uninformed. These losses would be excepted to discourage many people to go to Pitt. The student association of our undergraduate body is made of student staff.

The B A and Pennsylvania games were not easy to lose and still less Pitt. The reason for the failures of the students are still of the opinion that the Pennsylvania team is better than in all the previous games to have been played. That seems to have been the case. The students are still uninformed. We may be defeated by superior team, but we are the better team. This afternoon our team is expected to battle the Illinois team against Pitt. Whatever the result, a great victory will be Pennsylvania, as Pitt is always in the same position. It seems to be the logical time to do it. Despite the stories of a clipped teams which have emanated from the Pitt, there are not to be taken too seriously. Pittsburgh has never yet seen a poor team on the field.
Berkshire Life Insurance Company of Pittsfield, Mass.

We are always ready to talk with young men about entering the life insurance business and connecting themselves with this Company. There has never been a time when life insurance has been in such popular favor as now; nor a time when life insurance was so generally recognized as a necessity. Because of these conditions the business opens a new avenue for young men starting in life, requiring no invested capital and offering features such as few lines of business offer.


J. E. CALDWELL & CO., CHESTNUT & JUNIPER STREETS, PHILADELPHIA.

Jewelers Goldsmiths Silversmiths
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**The Palace**

Quick Service Restaurant

It is 8.100 to eat there, because you get that the Highest Grade of Goods on the Market at Popular Prices

Have You Tried Our Dinner Special

3440 Woodland Ave., Opp. College Hall

---

**The Finest of Board!! Sawdust!**

**3333 Market Street**

**The Biggest Little Drug Store**

George J. Thomas

TAILOR TO MEN

3015 Woodland Avenue, Philadelphia

The Littlest Drug Store

**WINTER'S**

36th and Sansom Streets PHILA.

---

**REFRESHING & INVIGORATING AFTER STUDY OR EXERCISE**

**HORLICK'S**

The Original Malted Milk

Break it at the fountain. Keep a jar in your room.

It satisfies your thirst.

Refreshes and invigorates. Nutritious mental or physical fatigue, strengthens, sustains. Extensively used by athletes and the GERIUS "Warriours".

Costs no more than inferior imitations

---

**The Tyme of Ye Olde Pew York**

**PULLMAN SERVICE**

**3703 Spruce St.**

**Telephone: KOLB'S TAILORING SHOPS**

**2902-2904 Spruce Street**

**Philadelphia**

**MEN'S**

**STOVES**

**HOTELS-THE RANKIN CO., COLLEGE JEWELERS AND STATIONERS**

---

**BELLAK**

Pianos and Player Pianos

Talking Machines

**VICTOR RECORDS**

1139 Chestnut Street

---

**The Pennsylvania Barber Shop**

3648 Woodland Ave., Branch: 3658 Woodland Ave.

**Ann Barbers**

MANICURING

Bell Phone: Baring 8419

---

**Cunningham Boot Shop**

**BROAD AND WALNUT**

---

**Up-To-To Tailoring, Clothes Cleaning, Repairing Pressing, Remodeling, Prompt Service**

Use Kolb's Comfortable Clothes Premier C's

Save 25 c. 35 Per cent

TRY KOLB'S TAILORING SHOPS

Oldest established on the campus

**3703 Spruce St**

**10 Memorial Tower, U. of P. Dorm.**

---

**Tomlinson's Dining Room**

REMODELED AND ENLARGED

**5705-5704 Spruce Street**

**Follow the Crowd! Students running this way!!**

Freshman Admitted

Facial Massage

Sculp Treatment

---

**The Pennsylvania Barber Shop**

3648 Woodland Ave. Branch: 3658 Woodland Ave.

Ann Barbers

MANICURING

Bell Phone: Baring 8419

---

**THE RANKIN CO., COLLEGE JEWELERS AND STATIONERS**

---

**W.D.C. PIPES**

A New York Home for Pennsylvania University men.

Convenient to everything, in "the heart of New York."

Six Famous Restaurants, Convention and Ball Rooms, Private Dressing Rooms, Reception Rooms and facilities for all sorts of business and social affairs.

Opened by the New York Flora Student Co.

**AMERICA is fast becoming a pipe smoking country. Everyone and more men are realizing the comfort, the satisfaction, and the economy of the pipe. And by natural selection, more and more men are smoking W D C Pipes. This is not chance. It is because W D C Pipes offer the utmost in pipe value. Honest French briar, seasoned by our own special process make W D C Pipes break in sweet and mellow. Coupled with that is a self-governed body of pipe makers whose sole object is to fashion pipes which are without peers in all the world. And it has been accomplished. Ask any good dealer.**

---

**WM. DEMUTH & CO., NEW YORK**

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF FINE PIPES.